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10’, 25’, & 40’ Wire Harness (10’ pn 20736, 25’ pn 20670; 40’ pn 20737)

Simplified Wiring for the KE2 Evaporator Efficiency Controller

Introduction 
The wire harness simplifies installation of the KE2 Evaporator 
Efficiency (KE2 Evap) controller by providing color coded wires 
with connectors that correspond to the controller’s inputs. 

This speeds installation by eliminating on site preparation of 
wires, wire labeling, and additionally reduces the need to stock 
multiple colors and gauges of wires. 

Power 
black  (L1) 
16 AWG stripped & retained

white (L2 or neutral) 
16 AWG stripped & retained
Ground
green 
16 AWG stripped & retained

Defrost Heat
orange w. black stripe 
12 AWG �ag connectors
black w. orange stripe (L1)
12 AWG �ag connectors

Fans
blue w. black stripe 
14 AWG �ag connectors

black w. blue stripe (L1)
14 AWG �ag connectors

LLS/Compressor
Yellow w. black stripe 
16 AWG stripped & retained

black w. yellow stripe (L1)
16 AWG stripped & retained

The stranded wires used in the harness are flexible, making 
them easier to pull and route and the wire harness is kept from 
tangling by a cable tie at each end. The wires are 10’, 25’ or 40’ 
from cable tie to cable tie, making the overall harness approxi-
mately a foot longer.

The wire harness works great with the KE2 Evap’s custom mount-
ing box.

Function Color Gauge Wire Ends
Power black with white stripe L1 16 AWG stripped and retained

Power white with red stripe L2/neutral 16 AWG stripped and retained

Ground green 16 AWG stripped and retained

Defrost Heat orange with black stripe 12 AWG flag connectors

Defrost Heat black with orange stripe L1 12 AWG flag connectors

Fans blue with black stripe 14 AWG flag connectors

Fans black with blue stripe L1 14 AWG flag connectors

LLS/Compressor yellow with black stripe 16 AWG stripped and retained

LLS/Compressor black with yellow stripe L1 16 AWG stripped and retained
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Mounting Box (pn 20687)

for the KE2 Evaporator Efficiency Controller

Introduction 
The mounting box was designed to simplify the KE2 Evaporator 
Efficiency installation.  Constructed of stamped aluminum, it 
blends into the refrigeration environment, providing a clean ap-
pearance to the finished install.

Constructed of 40 mil embossed aluminum, the box measures 
12.3 x 6.4 x 2.0 inches and includes the necessary hardware to 
mount the box and controller.  When installing the controller, 
the mounting box provides a stationary location to attach con-
duit, allowing the KE2 Evaporator Efficiency to be secured for 
easy installation and service.  The box is sized to accommodate 

the controller’s wiring, providing space for the service loops to 
be stored.

Once the box has been fastened appropriately in the mounting 
location, the conduit may be attached.  The controller can then 
be securely held with the wiring side facing outward to assist in 
initial wiring. See Photo B.   It is important to find a safe location 
to store the controller while the high and low voltage connec-
tions are made.  Once installed, the controller may be orientated 
in its normal operating position on the 4 mounting screws pro-
vided. See Photo A.

Photo A - Left: KE2 Evap in-
stalled on a mounting box.

Photo B - Below: When servicing the KE2 Evap can be hung by two screws, allowing 
access to wiring, without the controller being supported by the wires. Shown here 
wired with the 25’ Wire Harness.
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